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Museum
Education
Arts education is at the core of our school visit 
experience at the Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery 
(LAMAG). To help facilitate our educational goals, 
LAMAG has developed participatory and inquiry-based 
programming to foster a meaningful gallery experience 
and to encourage active and lifelong learning in the arts, 
and about issues of importance to our communities.

Objectives

• Visitors of all ages, abilities, and backgrounds will engage with contemporary works 
of art created by Los Angeles and international artists.

• To create opportunities for learning, awareness, discourse, deeper thought and 
understanding about issues of importance  to our students and communities.

During the inquiry-based gallery visit, students will:  

• Learn to develop observational and critical-thinking skills across the core subjects  
as they engage in new learning modalities and methods of communication, self- 
expression, exploration and reflection on artworks.

• Learn about, create and construct their own meanings and interpretations of the 
artworks through active looking and observation. 

• Learn to use their imagination when observing artworks, and learn how to express 
themselves by engaging in discussion about the artworks utilizing vocabulary that is 
introduced during school visits.



How STEAM is a Part of Our Gallery Visits:

• Our learning programs are aligned with select sections of the California State Content 
Standards for Visual and Performing Arts, Language Arts, Social Science, STEAM 
curricula, and Common Core State Standards for Language Arts. 

• The works of art in our exhibitions act as learning tools to engage students as they 
explore the interconnection between visual arts, mathematics, technology, science, and 
language arts.  During school tours, students will gain a deeper understanding of these 
connections and develop critical-thinking skills through an inquiry-based gallery tour and 
hands-on art component. 

Sandra de la Loza , To Oblivion, 2018



Exhibition
Information
• Since 1997, the Department of Cultural Affairs has awarded COLA fellowships to 

support a select group of outstanding artists with a $10,000 grant for the creation 
of new art works. COLA 2018 at LAMAG not only honors the artistic achievements of 
these highly accomplished artists, but also celebrates their contributions to the City 
of Los Angeles – a city that has proven to be a diverse cultural and creative capital of 
the Pacific Rim.

• The COLA 2018 artists were identified through a competitive application process 
and selected by a panel of arts professionals. This year the selection panel included 
Marcela Guerrero, Whitney Museum Assistant Curator, Edward Hayes, Director of 
Exhibitions, Museum of Latin American Art, Isabelle Lutterodt, Director, LAMAG and 
Barnsdall Park, and Emily Zaiden, Director, Craft in America Center. COLA 2018 is 
organized by Steven Y. Wong, Curator, Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery, Barnsdall 
Park.

• COLA 2018 includes artworks by eleven artists, including Dave Hullfish Bailey, 
Guillermo Bert, Terry Braunstein, Cassils, Sandra de la Loza, Michelle Dizon, Tim 
Durfee, June Edmonds, Michele O’Marah, Julie Shafer, and Doris Sung.

• Ranging from video and sound installations to photography, this year’s COLA fellows 
explore themes of erasure and reclamation of histories, migration, family archives, 
and empowered/disempowered female representation in popular media.  Many of 
the artists have responded to today’s social and political climate in the creation of 
their new works.



Artists

June Edmonds (b. 1959, Los Angeles, CA)

Untitled (Flag), acrylic on unstretched canvas, 2018

Glossary

abstract, composition, impasto (texture), primary colors, symbol



About the Artist

June Edmonds creates abstract paintings utilizing a variety of color palettes ranging 
from vibrant glowing colors seen in her previous series of works, to her current 
palette of primary colors, browns, blacks and neutral tones.  Edmonds is most 
well known for her repetitive style of painting using short, thick, heavily impastoed 
brushstrokes that create rhythmic patterns across the canvas.  The application 
of paint creates a tactile quality in each painting.  Edmonds’ objective is to create 
paintings that communicate and inspire the viewer to find a non-verbal connection 
to her work.  Edmonds feels it is important to have a love for the work saying, “hard 
work and perseverance will make your journey satisfying and worthwhile.” 

About the Artwork

June Edmonds’ current body of work is a departure from her previous use of vibrantly 
colored, overlapping and intersecting circles. Edmonds continues her signature style 
of applying short, wide, textured brushstrokes, however, she has expanded the format, 
composition, and color palette of her paintings. Edmonds’ American flag paintings 
examine the relationship between a variety of brown and black tones in a continuing 
exploration of the classification of African skin tones, primary colors and neutral color 
schemes, and as she states, “how they create all hues of skin tones in all of humanity.”  
She is also experimenting with different mark-making and styles such as straight lines, 
symbols and scale.  The first painting in this new series was created in February, 2017, 
a short time after the inauguration of the 45th President of the United States and the 
women’s marches that took place in cities across the United States.

Questions for Discussion
• What do you notice first?  Why?

• If someone had never seen this painting before, what descriptive language can you 
use to convey the texture, shape, size and color of the brushstrokes?

• What symbol do you recognize and where have you seen this?

• Why did the artist choose this color palette and what might the be communicating?

• What is your narrative or story for this painting? 



Parting of the Ways; Fox,  graphite and wax, 2018

Artists

Julie Shafer (b. 1978, Southern California)

Glossary

Manifest Destiny, migration, Oregon Trail, rubbings, westward  expansion



About the Artist

Julie Shafer’s photography practice explores landscapes, place and their embedded history. 
Her focus has been on western landscapes  the erasure of, and reclaiming of western 
United States histories.  Shafer often works directly with nature as an active observer 
to explore, and shows ways that the landscape or “terrain” creates its own record or 
documentation on a photographic surface.  Shafer employs detailed and rigorous research 
into each series of artworks by reading extensively about the area, history, and lives of 
people in each region.  An important aspect of her process is travelling to and scouting 
historical sites.  Shafer often makes several trips to the area she is photographing and uses 
various techniques - from infrared photography to graphite rubbings (direct transfers) 
to document the landscapes, travelers of that time period and the history of each site. 

About the Artwork

Shafer describes the direction of her new body of work as “direct image making.”  Shafer’s 
photographs show the history of the Westward Expansion on the Oregon Trail and examines 
the history of a “fork” in the trail called Parting of the Ways, that is located before heading 
west to the Rocky Mountains.  At this point in the trail, travelers who migrated west had to 
make an important choice – to take a shorter route that did not have a reliable water source, 
or to travel many more miles on a trail that did have accessible water.  Shafer traveled to 
Oregon and nearby Independence Rock to create large-scale graphite rubbings of the rock 
where travelers carved their names, dates and messages into the stone to show evidence 
that they were there.  Shafer feels that these “direct” tactile documentations are more 
objective than a photograph to document this part of history.  Through rubbings, Shafer 
captures elements of the landscape and history of this location that the subjectivity of 
camera framing, perspective or composition could not show.  

Questions for Discussion
• What do you notice in the these rubbings?

• What are the similarities and differences between rubbings and photographs?

• What story might these rubbings tell and why do you think people would carve 
their initials or messages into a large rock?  

• What historical  event or place would you document in your community using the direct 
transfer rubbing technique?



Artists

Doris Sung (b. 1964, Hollywood, California)  

Glossary

abstract, architecture, pattern, sculpture, thermobimetal

Fuller: pre-tensioned structural sphere 1:3 study model, thermobimetal aluminum, 2018



About the Artist
Doris Sung is an architect and artist.  Sung learned about materials, aesthetics, physics, 
chemistry and motion from hands-on experience with each of the elements in her artworks 
and architectural creations.  She conducts extensive research and development during the 
creation of her artworks and architectural projects.  Experimenting with various elements 
to explore technical aspects, applications and inherent possibilities of her materials are 
important to her practice and she believes that they contribute to her success.  The dry, 
arid climate of Los Angeles is a large influence on the works Sung creates.  Sung views her 
sculptures and studies as experiments.  Her goal for the work is to inspire others to consider 
architecture and design in innovative and environmentally sustainable ways.  Creating and 
developing new technologies and methods for buildings to conserve energy and utilize solar 
power during and after construction is a key factor in Sung’s architecture and art.

About the Artwork

Fuller is a combination of art, architecture, geometry, science and technology, and 
demonstrates Doris Sung’s understanding of material behaviors.  She describes her work 
as “sculptural architecture that is biomimetically engineered to behave as if it is alive.” 
Her inspiration for this sculpture came from the smart materials she uses that react to 
heat.  The heat sensitive thermobimetal pieces automatically curl when heated and flattens 
when cooled.  For her COLA installation, Sung is utilizing a thicker version of this metal that 
requires higher temperatures to curl.  The purpose of her assembly process and having 
each piece of metal curl and attach to another one is to eliminate tools, hardware, and 
welding, but to maintain strength as a structure. 

Questions for Discussion

• Describe how you think the sculpture was built; what materials and shapes are used?

• What do you think this sculpture represents?   

• How are math, science, technology and the environment important to the creation of 
this artwork? 

• How can what you see in this sculpture be applied to the construction of new buildings?



Visual and Performing Arts 
Content Standards for California 
State Public Schools; K – 12

Artistic Perception

Processing, analyzing and responding to sensory 
information through the language and skills specific to 
the visual arts.

• During the inquiry-based tour, students will respond 
to prompts using language skills used in describing 
artworks.  Students will discover the foundational, 
technical and artistic skills necessary to create art.

Historical and Cultural Context 
Understanding the historical contributions and cultural 
dimension of the visual arts.

• We will discuss the events in American history that 
inspired the artists to create their art and how these 
artworks communicate contemporary social and 
cultural issues.



Abstract:  Abstract art is art that does not attempt to represent an accurate depiction of a 
visual reality but instead uses shapes, colors, forms and gestural marks to achieve its effect.

Architecture:  The art of creating or describing a building or structural object.

Impasto:  An area of thick paint or texture in a painting. 

Manifest Destiny:  A belief and doctrine of the United States justifying a Christian right 
given by God for territorial expansion in North America and beyond. This belief also included 
the justification for land theft and an erasure of non-Christian cultures.  

Migration:  The movement of people from one place to another with the hopes of settling 
temporarily or permanently. 

Narrative:  The story that is told through an artwork.

Oregon Trail:  During the mid-1800s, this 2,000 mile road to the West was a migration 
trail for thousands of people in search of a better life. The trail was originally a trade route 
established by Native Americans.

Pattern:  When a color, geometric or organic shape, design, line or mark is repeated.

Rubbing:  An image or impression of marks that are incised or carved in stone, made by 
laying a paper over the surface and rubbing it with graphite, pencil or other materials.  

Sculpture:  A three-dimensional work of art in the round (to be viewed from all sides) that 
can be made from a variety of materials.  Sculptures have height, width and depth.

Symbol:  A visual image such as a sign, graphic or object that stands for (symbolizes) 
something else that can be known or has a meaning assigned to it that an artist wants to 
convey. 

Thermobimetal:  A metal alloy that responds to changes in air temperature and heat that 
is made of two sheets of metal laminated together.  When heated the alloy curls and flattens 
when cooled.

Westward Expansion:  The acquisition of western territories by the United States across 
the North American continent and beyond to Hawaii and the Philippines.  Westward 
expansion was enabled by wars, the displacement of indigenous populations, the 
government purchasing/stealing of land and the imposition of unfair treaties.

Glossary



Learning
The programs at the LAMAG act as a gateway for learning. 
The gallery’s goal is to inspire new ways for our visitors to see, 
experience and connect with one another and with the 
broader world. LAMAGPlay includes family workshops for 
all-ages that creatively engage in participatory arts projects 
to foster a meaningful gallery experience. LAMAGLearn 
encompasses public programs such as artist talks, events, 
performances and symposiums that bring communities
together to listen, learn and discuss issues of importance in 
our city.

LAMAGPlay 
African American Paper Quilts
with COLA 2018 fellow June Edmonds
Saturday, March 10, 1 – 3 PM
June Edmonds guides us through her improvisational process of creating an abstract 
mosaic-style collaged paper quilt. Join us to create your own artwork by exploring a variety of 
brushstrokes, motifs, mark making and patterns inspired by African American quilts.

LAMAGPlay 
Making An Impression 
with COLA 2018 fellow Julie Shafer
Saturday, May 12, 1 – 3 PM
Rubbings are one of the oldest forms of record and image-making in human history. Join us 
to create a one-of-a kind rubbing using graphite sticks, paper and other materials to docu-
ment your day at the LAMAG - COLA 2018 exhibition at Barnsdall Park.

LAMAGLearn
Open Rehearsal 
with COLA 2018 fellow Peter J. Harris
Saturday, May 12, 4 – 5 PM
Open rehearsal of select elements of TRANCE. 

  



LAMAGPlay
FIND YOUR VOICE: Communicating Your Cause
Friday, June 1, 4:30 – 6:30 PM 
During this hands-on workshop participants will have the opportunity to create a small 
poster around a cause that is meaningful to you and/or your community.  The Echo Park Film 
Center and its mobile production school FilmCICLE - “Photobooth of Change” will then 
digitize your creation and incorporate it into a short video to document our communities 
shared causes. 

LAMAGLearn
Go Fund It! – Creative Funding for Individual Artists
moderated by COLA 2018 fellow Cassils
Saturday, June 9, 4:30 – 6:30 PM
A panel of artists and arts professionals will share their experiences involving grants, 
residencies, and other available resources for today’s individual artists.

LAMAGPlay 
Curly-Cues Cut-outs: How Shapes Create Sculptures 
with COLA 2018 fellow Doris Sung
Friday, June 15, 4:30 – 6:30 PM 
Explore how science intersects with art. During this hands-on workshop participants will 
experiment with special paper combined with plastic to assemble geometric sculptures 
with heat!  Sung will also demonstrate how this heat process is used to create giant metal 
sculptures like her nine-foot sculpture in the exhibition. 

LAMAGLearn
Letter Writing 
with COLA 2018 fellow Michele O’Marah
Sunday, June 17, 2 – 4:30 PM
Guided activity with Michele O’Marah.

LAMAGLearn
Meet the Candidate: COLA 2018 fellow Kristina Wong for Something or Other
Friday, June 22, 7 – 8 PM
Kristina Wong is a performance artist, comedian, and hopefully with your vote, a future 
disgraced politician.

LAMAGLearn
Artist walk-throughs: COLA 2018 Exhibition
Saturday, June 23, 2 – 5 PM 
Artists discuss their new bodies of works in the COLA 2018 exhibition.



Social Media

 facebook.com/LAMAGBarnsdall/

 @LAMAGBarnsdall

 @LAMAGBarnsdall

Tag us

#LAMAGPlay
#LAMAGLearn
#COLA2018
#Lamagbarnsdall

Artist’s Websites

June Edmonds: www.juneedmonds.com
Julie Shafer: www.julieshafer.com
Doris Sung: www.dosu-arch.com

Accessibility

It is the policy of the City of Los Angeles to provide access to its programs and 
services for persons with disabilities in accordance with Title II of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, as amended.
 
As a covered entity under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, the City of Los 
Angeles does not discriminate on the basis of disability and, upon request, will provide 
reasonable accommodation to ensure equal access to its programs, services and 
activities.

Contact us

4800 Hollywood Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90027
323.644.6269
lamag@lacity.org


